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Introduction
Shifting from Navigating the ‘Crisis’ to Navigating the ‘Recovery’

COVID-19 continues to impact America and the disruption and devastation of
the pandemic is starting to feel alarmingly familiar. Simultaneously, the country
is grappling with a heightened consciousness of underlying racism built into the
fabric of our society. It’s clear that things cannot simply ‘return to normal.’ We
must strive for a better normal.
Businesses are crucial in driving that change. Leaders must shift from crisis
management to planning for recovery. It is in this spirit that Dentsu has
transitioned its ongoing US consumer survey from a ‘Crisis Navigator’ to a
‘Recovery Navigator.’ We continue to track attitudes & behaviors related to
COVID-19, and this week delve into two issues facing marketers: corporate
accountability & the modern phenomenon of misinformation and hate speech
online.
This report is the ninth iteration of Dentsu’s COVID Recovery Navigator. You can
read previous waves on dentsuaegis.com.
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Survey Methodology

This survey was administered through Toluna, an online
research panel, on June 19, 2020. Conducted by Dentsu,
this survey was distributed among a random sample of
1,000+ respondents, aged 18-65 years old and residing in
the United States. The survey controlled for nationally
representative weighting across age, gender and ethnicity
(using latest publicly available US Census numbers).
Additionally, respondents represented a variety of
backgrounds across education, household income and
region.
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Recapping Recent Events
Over the past couple of weeks, the story headlines tell us of a fatigued America roiled by the pandemic, a recession and racial injustice. Many are
flocking back to restaurants or attending protests, even as new COVID-19 cases spike.
Fatigued Americans are abandoning stay-@
home – some for a cause, some for a haircut
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New COVID-19 cases spike to record highs,
across 20+ US states and counting

The US officially entered a recession according
to orgs. that track economic data
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Executive Summary:
*To see all nine waves since March 27, see the appendix.

May 8

May 22

June 5

June 19
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In a Continued Holding Pattern

Consumers appear to have
stalled for the past three
waves of the survey, unable to
mentally move towards
recovery even as states
reopen. As economies
reopen, we do see activity
resume, however, consumer
concern and unease remains.
While they view the crisis as
stabilizing and are determined
to “get through it” consumers
show little sense of optimism
and normalcy remains out of
reach.
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The Nation In Limbo

A Crisis Within A Crisis

Retreating Back

It feels as though the US is in
limbo – while many communities
are still shutdown, more and
more are lifting
restrictions. Despite cautious
optimism, most consumers
remain hesitant to go in public or
shop in-store and many plan to
continue spending more time at
home. Still, there is excitement
for experiences like dining out
and travel again.

While the country continues to
inch towards reopening,
ongoing racial injustice is
elevated in national
consciousness. Much of the
survey results showed that:
most Americans acknowledge
systemic racism and support
the peaceful protests around
the world. Many also say
brands have the responsibility
and power to speak up – and
are asking them to take a
variety of actions to achieve
equality for Black Americans.

As COVID-19 cases surge
across 20+ US states, a sense
of progress stalls and
consumer caution grows. Still,
it is clear consumers are
conflicted over their desire to
“reopen” and claim some
sense of normalcy.

It’s become clear this is a
moment for brands to step up.
More brands have benefited
from responding to COVID-19
than not.

In this moment we also
explore sentiment around
brands taking a stand on
social issues, in particular
mitigating misinformation/
hate speech online. Spoiler:
brands have a key role to play!
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Our Framework: The Stages of Crisis Response
Often, responses to pandemics follow a pattern. As the effects of COVID-19 impact communities at different rates, these stages can act as a guide to
shifting public sentiment – though consumers may not always experience them linearly.

INITIAL SHOCK

COMING TO GRIPS

LIVING A NEW
NORMAL

MOVING INTO
RECOVERY

POST- CORONAVIRUS
LIFE

The outbreak is spreading. I am
uncertain about how it might
impact my day to day life. I am
feeling confusion, fear or anger
about preparing.

I am modifying my daily routine.
There are moments of
frustration and anxiety, but I’m
trying to focus on what I can
control.

I am moving towards settling
into a new routine while the
outbreak is evolving. My routine
is starting to feel familiar.

I feel there has been progress to
reduce the outbreak in the
nation and my community. I am
slowly starting the journey back
to my normal routines and
schedules.

I am fully reconnected to work
and life without having the threat
of the outbreak hanging over me.
I am back to my routine from
before.
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Previous Wave: Initial signs of movement into recovery
After four waves of little to no movement within our Recovery Framework, it feels like there is some progress towards recovery. The share of respondents identifying as in Initial
Shock declined slightly while the share of respondents in Moving into Recovery and Post-C19 Life increased slightly.
% of Respondents Who Identify With Each Stage:
INITIAL SHOCK

COMING TO GRIPS

LIVING A NEW
NORMAL

MOVING INTO
RECOVERY

POST- CORONAVIRUS
LIFE

23%

28%

30%

10%

9%

MAY 8

22%

29%

32%

11%

6%

MAY 22

23%

28%

31%

12%

6%

JUNE 5

19%

26%

30%

15%

10%

APR. 24
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Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 8 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Q. When it comes to a public health crisis such as the COVID-19/coronavirus outbreak, there are often “phases” of how the response unfolds.
Thinking about how the outbreak has impacted you and your daily life, which of the following phases best describes your current situation?

Wave 9: A sense of progress stalls
After signs that consumers were beginning to see themselves as progressing through this crisis, sentiment has stalled yet again. Amid rising new virus cases across the US, the
announcement of a recession and continued protests across major cities, this is perhaps not surprising.
% of Respondents Who Identify With Each Stage:
INITIAL SHOCK

PAST FOUR WAVES:

COMING TO GRIPS

LIVING A NEW
NORMAL

MOVING INTO
RECOVERY

POST- CORONAVIRUS
LIFE

To see who is identifying with each phase, see our audience profiles.

*To see all nine waves since March 27, see the appendix.

MAY 8

22%

29%

32%

11%

6%

MAY 22

23%

28%

31%

12%

6%

JUNE 5

19%

26%

30%

15%

10%

JUNE 19

23%

26%

27%

14%

10%
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Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Q. When it comes to a public health crisis such as the COVID-19/coronavirus outbreak, there are often “phases” of how the response unfolds.
Thinking about how the outbreak has impacted you and your daily life, which of the following phases best describes your current situation?
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Three pressing issues frame national conversation
The COVID-19 outbreak and the US economy remain the two most pressing national issues. Racial Equality continues to occupy national conversation
and consumers’ minds as protests head into their fifth straight week across major US cities.

Top Six Most Concerning National Issues
percentage of respondents who ranked each need states as in their top three
June 19.
53%
48%

June 5.

May. 22

50%

48%
37%

41%
32%

34%

33%
25%

28%
22%

26%
18%

15%

COVID-19/coronavirus health
crisis

US Economy

Racial Equality
*New May 22

25%

Unemployment

Social Unrest

17%

Climate Change

*New June 5

Q. Please pick the top three national issues currently concerning you the most.
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Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Concern over the outbreak remains considerably high
While high concern about the outbreak continues to sit at lower levels since the outbreak began, most respondents remain highly concerned and there
has been no sizeable downswing.
Concern about the COVID-19/coronavirus outbreak
Not at all concerned

Slightly concerned

Mar. 27 3% 6%

14%

Apr. 9 3% 5%

15%

May. 8 2% 7%

June. 5

5%

June 19.

6%

39%

10%

15%

Extremely concerned

36%

42%

17%

Very concerned

38%

41%

17%

8%

Moderately concerned

32%

39%

31%

39%

31%

77%

high concern (very or
extremely concerned)

77%

high concern

74%

high concern

70%

high concern

70%

high concern

Q. How concerned are you about the COVID-19/coronavirus outbreak right now?
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Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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A second wave of the virus continues to top concerns
Specific consumer concerns haven’t really shifted since the beginning of June, with a second wave weighing heavily,

Top Concerns About the Crisis
(percentage of respondents who ranked each concern as in their top three)
June 19.

June 5.

50%
48%
44%
42%

43%
40%

40%

39%
37%

35%

34%33%

32%33%

30%30%
25%
23%

27%
24%

23%
20%

23%23%

22%21%

20%
18%

17%18%

7%

A seco nd wave
of the virus

The country’s
economy

Family/friends
catching
coro navirus

My perso nal
finances

Catching
coro navirus
myself

My m ental
health/w ellbein g

Social unrest

My local
community’s
economy

Lookin g aft er
children/family

Bu sines ses
clo sing
permanently

Life events being My safet y while Vacat io ns/t ravel
cancelled (e.g.
at work
being cancelled
weddings,
school)

Finding new
emplo yment

6%

Retaining cu rrent No ne o f these
emplo yment

Q. Which of the following things are you most concerned about at the moment? Please select all that apply.
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Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Reports of climbing cases reinvigorate consumer caution

As new COVID-19 cases climb in ~20 US states, a majority of consumers say they are returning to stay-@-home. Unsurprisingly, in the West and South
(where cases are climbing fastest) over half of consumers say the same.

Awareness of & Reaction to Uptick In COVID-19 Cases Across US
I was not aware
I am aware
& fine
going out
in public

MIDWEST
37% aware & staying @ home
40% aware & more cautious
13% aware & feeling fine
10% not aware

NORTHEAST
44% aware & staying @ home
40% aware & more cautious
10% aware & feeling fine
6% not aware

WEST
51% aware & staying @ home
30% aware & more cautious
12% aware & feeling fine
7% not aware

SOUTH
51% aware & staying @ home
33% aware & more cautious
10% aware & feeling fine
6% not aware

7%
11%
47%

35%

I am aware & now
more cautious
about certain
activities in public

I am aware &
returning to
staying home as
much as possible

Q. Since reopening the US economy there has been a significant uptick in coronavirus infection rates across 20+ US states. Which of the following best describes your awareness and reaction to that news?

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Activity continues to pick up, even as discomfort grows

Respondents appear to be resuming normal life even as there is an uptick in those uncomfortable going out in public as compared to two weeks ago.
This aligns with reports of overall fatigue in America despite continued spread of the virus.

Comfort Level Currently Felt Leaving Home For The Following Reasons

How Consumers Feel Going Out In Public
I don’t do this

I do this but feel very uncomfortable

I do this and feel somewhat uncomfortable

Protesting or demonstrating for a cause

-3

57%

I do this and feel fine

15%

14%

15%

Since June 5

Attending religious services/events

+3
Since June 5

53%
Comfortable

47%
Uncomfortable

-13

53%

Children's activities

49%

-13

Dining out

48%

-17

Working at my office/place of work

17%

33%

-17

Leisure activities

33%

-11

Non-grocery shopping

29%

Exercising

28%

Health/Medical-related appointments

27%
10%

-1

-12
-5
-14
23%

15%

17%

17%

13%

-16

41%

Socializing

Grocery shopping

13%

Since May 8

13%

19%

19%

22%

18%

24%

23%

17%

26%

24%

21%
15%

19%

27%

24%
20%

24%

37%
24%

35%

25%

26%
32%

Q1. In the context of COVID-19, how comfortable are you currently going out in public? Q2. Which of the following things, if any, do you currently do outside of the home and what is your level of comfort?
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Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Economic woes appear to have shifted consumer sentiment since April
Despite fear of a second wave impacting many consumers’ behavior and comfort level in public, we see a slight uptick in support for reopening the
economy - even at the expense of public health.
Attitude On Protecting Public Health vs. US Economy:

30%

35%

Reopening the US economy
should be top priority, even at the
expense of public health

Protecting public health should
be top priority, even at the
expense of the US economy

70%

April 24.

65%

June 19.

Q. Since reopening the US economy there has been a significant uptick in coronavirus infection rates across 20+ US states. Which of the following best describes your awareness and reaction to that news?
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Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Gov’t loses credibility, vaccine and slowing infections key to confidence
Since last fielded on April 24th, respondents are less likely to be influenced by when their local or national gov’t relax restrictions. Most consumers continue to say they will only
feel comfortable with the availability of a vaccine while “no new infections” saw a slight increase.
Factors That Make Consumers Comfortable “Returning to Normal”
June 19.

April 24.
53%

Availability of a COVID-19/coronavirus vaccine

56%
46%

No new infections

42%
45%
46%

Decrease in the infection rate
38%

CDC or WHO confirming it is safe to relax restrictions

42%
28%

Local government relaxing restrictions

35%
26%

National government relaxing restrictions

33%
24%
26%

Media reporting it is safe to relax restrictions
None of the above, I am already comfortable

10%
7%

Q. Which of the following events, if any, would need to happen for you to feel comfortable returning to your normal life? Please select all that apply.
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Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Other citizens fall short, brands step up in pandemic response
Since the beginning of our survey, we saw a slight uptick in respondents disappointed across efforts, particularly in media/news outlets and other citizens. Companies/brands saw
slightly more respondents saying responses exceeded their expectations.
Consumer Evaluation of Org./Public Responses to the Pandemic
Fell short of my expectations
Local shops/businesses
Companies/brands
Employer
Tech/social media companies
Local government
Media/news outlets

Met my expectations

21%

Exceeded my expectations

55%

22%

24%

55%

27%

22%

51%

+3

25%

22%

54%

31%

20%

50%

36%

National government

43%

Other citizens

42%

+7

19%

45%

+5

+3

19%

38%

19%

40%

18%

Q. How do you feel the following organizations have or have not met your expectations in handling the COVID-19/coronavirus outbreak so far?
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Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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A third of consumers still pessimistic about health threat, employment
Consumer outlook has NOT drastically shifted over the last month or two. Three months into the pandemic, a full third of respondents still believe the
health threat is “getting worse” and say the same about their personal finances/employment.
Current Outlook For Each Of The Following:
It’s getting worse

The health threat to your community

It’s getting better

30%

46%

32%

Your employment and personal finances

Your personal life and routines

It’s stabilizing

20%

47%

53%

24%

22%

26%

Q. Describe your view on the state of the following:
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Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Outlook improves with consumers’ sense of recovery

As respondents identify with later stages of our Crisis Response framework, they report a rosier outlook across all aspects being impacted by the
pandemic. Interestingly, personal life improves more quickly than other aspects.
Stages Of Crisis Response
INITIAL SHOCK

COMING TO GRIPS

LIVING A NEW NORMAL

MOVING INTO RECOVERY

POST-C19 LIFE

Current Outlook:
The Health Threat To
Your Community
Your Employment &
Personal Finances
Your Personal Life &
Routines

Worse
(37%, 124i)

Worse
(39%, 123i)

Stabilizing
(54%, 118i)

Stabilizing
(56%, 123i)

Better
(49%, 204i)

Worse
(41%, i131)

Worse
(42%, 132i)

Stabilizing
(60%, 128i)

Stabilizing
(62%, 133i)

Better
(36%, 165i)

Worse
(36%, 178i)

Stabilizing
(57%, 107i)

Stabilizing
(70%, 131i)

Better
(29%, 112i)

Better
(48%, 182i)

Q. Describe your view on the state of the following:
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Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Emotionally, Americans are feeling worse since the pandemic began
In March consumers were unsure how to feel about the spreading pandemic; now in late June, they continue to feel decisively more negative than positive. Gen Z is most likely to
feel isolated, frustrated and bored, while Boomers report relatively high feelings of being connected, active, calm, prepared and hopeful.
Current Emotional State

June 19 – By Generation

Q. How are you currently feeling going through the COVID-19/coronavirus crisis?

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Emotional state improves with consumers’ sense of recovery

As with outlook, consumers identifying with recovery feel more positive emotions. While fear and isolation mark the early stages of Crisis Response, the
level of control and preparedness people feel they have increases as they progress.
Stages Of Crisis Response
INITIAL SHOCK

CURRENT EMOTIONAL STATE

Negative

COMING TO GRIPS

Somewhat
Negative

LIVING A NEW NORMAL

Somewhat
Positive

MOVING INTO RECOVERY

Somewhat
Positive

POST-C19 LIFE

Positive

FRUSTRATED
(43%, 157i)

SOMEWHAT ISOLATED
(52%, 137i)

SOMEWHAT PREPARED
(44%, 138I)

SOMEWHAT PREPARED
(42%, 131i)

PREPARED
(50%, 247i)

FEARFUL
(41%, 181i)

SOMEWHAT FEARFUL
(49%, 146i)

SOMEWHAT GRATEFUL
(40%, 136i)

SOMEWHAT IN CONTROL
(38%, 128i)

CALM
(46%, 263i)

ISOLATED
(39%, 153i)

SOMEWHAT BORED
(44%, 132i)

SOMEWHAT IN CONTROL
(38%, 127i)

SOMEWHAT GRATEFUL
(37%, 126i)

IN CONTROL
(46%, 233I)

OVERWHELMED
(35%, 163i)

SOMEWHAT ANGRY
(42%, 133i)

SOMEWHAT HOPEFUL
(35%, 137i)

SOMEWHAT CONNECTED
(33%, 153i)

HOPEFUL
(43%, 229i)

Q. How are you currently feeling going through the COVID-19/coronavirus crisis?

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Key Themes &
Implications
for Marketers
_

•

Proceed with caution when re-opening. While activity is picking up, the threat of a
second wave is putting consumers on edge, particularly in areas where case numbers
are rising. A slow and cautious approach to re-opening, and transparency/testing
around safety measures, are important to build trust.

•

Experiences matter more than ever. Consumers continue to experience negative
emotions, even as their personal lives start to stabilize. Brands that can help to
recreate routines and discover new behaviors/solutions will win. Additionally, studies
have proven that brands that invest in customer experience are more ‘recessionproof’.

•

Continue to speak and act in response to real-time needs. Its clear consumers are still
very much in ‘crisis mode’ – whether scared of a second wave, feeling the economic
toll or juggling kids and work. So far, consumers say many brands have exceeded
their expectations. Now, as the country is reopening, brands must be agile and adapt
to the new challenges – and new set-backs - of this phase.

•

Adapt/tailor brand responses according to recovery phases. Consumer need states
and expectations shift based on the various phases of the crisis, and of recovery.
Ensure you strike the right tone and demonstrate appropriate actions as consumers
move into a new normal. Find detailed audience profiles for each phase, here.

COVID-19

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
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Consumers believe brands have a responsibility to address social issues
….and feel favorably when brands take a public stance on those issues.

Complete the sentence: Companies should…

43%

57%

Stick to
what they
make.

Use their
influence to
stand up for
social issues.

Consumer Sentiment On Brands Taking Public
Stands On Social Issues

23%

Not sure

20%

57%

Favorably

Unfavorably

Q1. Complete the sentence: ”Companies should ______”
Q2. How do you feel about brands taking public stands on pressing social issues?

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Gen Z has the highest expectations for brands to stand up
Gen Z has the strongest conviction that companies should use their influence to stand up for social issues. They are less likely than their Millennial
counterparts to ”reward” brands with favorability for doing so….indicating that they expect brands to stand up for social causes.

Gen Z

Millennials

Gen X

Boomers

126i

101i

96i

84i

72% believe that companies
should their influence to stand
up for social issues

58% believe that companies
should their influence to stand
up for social issues

55% believe that companies
should their influence to stand
up for social issues

48% believe that companies
should their influence to stand
up for social issues

95i

110i

105i

64i

55% say they feel favorably
about brands taking public
stands on pressing social issues

Q1. Complete the sentence: ”Companies should ______”
Q2. How do you feel about brands taking public stands on pressing social issues?

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.

63% say they feel favorably
about brands taking public
stands on pressing social issues

59% say they feel favorably
about brands taking public
stands on pressing social issues

37% say they feel favorably
about brands taking public
stands on pressing social issues

Black and Hispanic consumers are most likely to believe brands should
take a stance on social issues, and to feel favorably about brands who
do so
Black adults

Hispanic adults

White adults

135i

130i

91i

77% believe that companies
should their influence to stand
up for social issues

74% believe that companies
should their influence to stand
up for social issues

52% believe that companies
should their influence to stand
up for social issues

113i

118i

100i

65% say they feel favorably
about brands taking public
stands on pressing social issues

Q1. Complete the sentence: ”Companies should ______”
Q2. How do you feel about brands taking public stands on pressing social issues?

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.

68% say they feel favorably
about brands taking public
stands on pressing social issues

57% say they feel favorably
about brands taking public
stands on pressing social issues

29

Brands expected to weigh in on the most pressing issues
COVID-19, US economy and racial equality are the top concerning social issues to consumers and the top issues consumers say fall within a brands’ responsibility. Fewer say
brands should weigh in on divisive topics such as gun control, reproductive rights and politics.
Social Issues Brands Have A Responsibility To Weigh In On
COVID-19/coronavirus health crisis

45%

US Economy

37%

Racial Equality

36%

Unemployment

35%

Gender Equality

28%

Climate Change

26%

Income Inequality

26%

Social Unrest

23%

Hate Speech Online/Social Networks

22%

Immigration

17%

Freedom of Movement

17%

Gun Control
Terrorism
US Political Landscape
Reproductive Rights

16%
15%
14%
14%

Q. Which of the following do you believe fall within a BRAND OR COMPANY’S RESPONSIBILITY to publicly respond to?

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Different social issues resonate with different cohorts
Black and Hispanic adults were more likely to believe racial equality falls within a brands’ responsibility. Gen Z is also more likely see racial equality as
well as gender equality as within a brands’ responsibility. Boomers are more likely to over-index on COVID-19 and unemployment.
Social Issues Brands Have A Responsibility To Weigh In On

Black adults

Hispanic adults

Gen Z

Boomers

167i

156i

154i

129i

61% believe that
companies should take a
stand for racial equality

57% believe that
companies should take a
stand for racial equality

43% believe that
companies should take a
stand for gender equality

45% believe that
companies should weigh
in on unemployment

125i

158i

133i

111i

57% believe that
companies should
respond to COVID-19

44% believe that
companies should take a
stand for gender equality

35% believe that
companies should take a
stand for racial equality

50% believe that
companies should
respond to COVID-19

Q. Which of the following do you believe fall within a BRAND OR COMPANY’S RESPONSIBILITY to publicly respond to?

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Modern consumers feel empowered to “vote” with their wallets
Consumers are harnessing their
purchase power

Taking a stand can gain new consumers with shared values;
A divisive stance or a lack of a stance can cause a brand to lose consumers

72%

53%

50%

40%

“I have the power to bring about
change by choosing to purchase
brands that act with the good of
society in mind"

“I have chosen to purchase a
brand because it took a stance
on a social issue that aligned
with my values"

“I have stopped purchasing a
brand because it took a stance
on a social issue that I
disagreed with"

“I have stopped purchasing a
brand because it didn’t
respond to a social issue I
felt it should have”

Of respondents agree:

Of respondents agree:

Of respondents agree:

Of respondents agree:

Q. How much do you agree with the following:

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 8 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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How brands conduct business influences consumer preference
Trust and transparency rank high in influencing a consumer’s brand selection, as do fair & sustainable business practices.
Factors that Influence Brand Selection, Beyond Price & Quality
A lot of influence

Some influence

Not a lot of influence

The brand is transparent and trustworthy

The brand has a good company culture and treats its
employees well
The brand makes products or services that are good for
society/the planet
The brand stands for something bigger than just
products/profit

I don't consider this

43%

37%

41%

38%

38%

35%

10%

11%

39%

39%

The brand has values that align with my own

33%

38%

The brand supports current social issues I believe in

33%

37%

12%

12%

16%

15%

9%

10%

11%

13%

13%

15%

Q. Beyond price and quality, how much do the following influence your decision to choose certain brands over others?

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
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Key Themes &
Implications
for Marketers
_
Corporate
Accountability

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK

•

Conscious consumerism is now the norm. Today, purchasing a brand means
supporting that brand’s values. Most consumers are realizing their purchase
power holds sway and cashing in on ethical, socially-conscious brands.

•

Prove your commitment to tackling the issues consumers care about. Today’s
consumers believe that brands have a responsibility to stand up for social change.
Increasingly, consumers are looking for not just words, but actions. Ensure that
you back your brand’s values with meaningful commitments communicated with
transparency.

•

Align internal business practices with company values. Consumers are holding
brands accountable for how they conduct business externally, but also internally.
Ensure your business practices – company culture, employee treatment, etc. – are
aligned to your values and offer consumers full transparency.

•

Stay in touch with the top social issues. It’s clear from the ongoing crises that
Americans want brands to address the pressing issues of today. Brands will need
to pay close attention to what issues are resonating with consumers the most.

•

Consider your community. Wondering what social issues to speak to? A good
place to start is your audience. Consider the needs of the communities you serve
and what issues affect them. Consider if your product or service has clear links to
any pressing social issues (i.e. Lego + promoting gender and racial equality
through play; Burger King + tackling COVID-19-related unemployment).
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Misinformation & hate speech is currently in the spotlight

A misinformation ‘infodemic’ has plagued online spaces since the start of the pandemic and hate speech has risen to the top of national conversation
amid protests for racial equality and controversial tweets by President Trump.

Crises have heightened the threat

Recent moves to check misinformation/hate
speech by Twitter made headlines…

Civil rights groups called on companies to
boycott advertising on Facebook in July

In contrast to Zuckerberg’s largely
‘hands off’ approach on Facebook

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
Source: Chart - Pew Research
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Three quarters of consumers are concerned about misinformation, hate speech online
76% of total respondents are either “very” or “extremely” concerned, with concern high across cohorts. Interestingly, Gen Z shows a very low level of
”extreme” concern, perhaps feeling less urgency because they have grown up with digital media.
Concern About Misinformation/Hate Speech Online
Not at all concerned

Total
Boomers
Gen X

Slightly concerned

4% 6%
8%
5%

Millennials 3% 5%
Gen Z 3%

13%
7%

6%

4% 6%

Women

4% 6%

42%
12%

11%

41%
46%

32%

21%

49%
43%

19%

Extremely concerned

43%

37%

8%

Very concerned

35%

30%

14%

9%

Men

Moderately concerned

18%
39%

41%

30%

Q. How concerned are you about the proliferation of misinformation and/or hate speech online?

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Everyone has a stake in creating safe, healthy spaces

Not only do consumers expect media properties to reduce misinformation/hate speech on their platforms (& claim that it influences their usage), but
they expect brands to use their influence as well.

Consumers expect media properties to reduce
misinformation/hate speech

77%

AGREE: “Social media platforms &
publishers have a responsibility
to reduce misinformation & hate
speech.”

Consumers expect brands to apply pressure
and take responsibility for where they run ads

75%

AGREE: “Brands have responsibility
to put pressure on social media
platforms & publishers to act against
misinformation & hate speech.”

Consumers are willing to limit their own
usage on properties based on their policies

71%

AGREE: ” Whether a social media
platform or publisher is actively
working to reduce misinformation &
hate speech influences whether or
not I use it”

73%

AGREE: ”I interpret where a brand
advertises as a reflection of the
brand’s values”

Q. How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements:

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Consumers support brands in holding media platforms accountable
Including support for brands participating in the #StopHateForProfit initiative that is asking marketers to pause advertising spend on Facebook for a
month.
Media Platforms Where Consumer Consider
Misinformation/Hate Speech A BIG Problem

Facebook

41%

Fox News

37%

54%

Feel favorable about brands participating in the
#StopHateForProfit Facebook ad boycott
Millennials feel most favorably: 63% (116i)

Twitter

CNN

YouTube

36%

32%

29%

vs.

19%

Feel unfavorable about brands participating in the
#StopHateForProfit Facebook ad boycott

Q.1. Recently, some civil rights groups have called on brands and companies to boycott advertising on Facebook due to its reluctance to stop the spread of misinformation and hate speech on the platform. How do you feel about brands participating in a boycott of Facebook?
Q2. How much of a problem do you believe misinformation and/or hate speech is at each of the following platforms/publishers?

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Brands holding media platforms accountable has impact on
favorability and purchase intent

40%

Would stop purchasing their favorite brand if it
advertised on a platform that promoted
misinformation & hate speech

57%

Would have more favorable view of brand
if that brand worked to actively combat
misinformation & hate speech online

(vs. 38% said it would have no impact & 22% were undecided)
Men are more influenced: 48% (120i) vs. 28% (70i) of women

Q1. Imagine that you find out your favorite brand advertises on a website that promotes misinformation and/or hate speech. Would you continue to purchase from that brand?
Q2. How would your opinion of a brand change if they did the following?

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Key Themes &
Implications
for Marketers
_
Combatting
Misinformation/
Hate Speech
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•

Advertising practices impact bottom lines. Consumers are holding brands just as
accountable to combat misinformation and hate speech as they are media properties.
However, it’s much easier in modern society to stop buying a product than it is to quit
social media.

•

Treat advertising dollars as an extension of brand values. Brands holding media
properties accountable has a positive impact on consumer favorability and purchase
intent. Partnering with media platforms for change is a win for consumers as users of
online platforms and a win for business.

•

Create and champion positive spaces online. One of the trends coming out of the
pandemic is that consumers are seeking out positive news – John Kransinski’s ‘Some
Good News’ is one ‘viral’ example. Positivity can be a powerful tool to combat rising
misinformation and hate while uplifting consumers’ experience online.

•

Make media literacy cool. Consumers favor brands that are taking steps to help
mitigate misinformation/hate speech. One aspect of this is enhancing people’s media
literacy. Brands that choose to champion this can partner with qualified and credible
organizations and voices that are already working in the space.

•

Develop an ’anti-hate’ and/or ‘anti-misinformation’ policy. Brands should establish
their own policies on what types of content they do not support or tolerate and how to
handle instances where content violates the policy (from a hateful user comment on a
social post to advertising on a site that puts out a harmful perspective). Agencies can
be valuable partners in both crafting a policy and ensuring it is implemented.
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Audience Profile Overviews

We’ve seen some movement in the profiles of the last two phases as empty nesters and established families move toward recovery.
COMING TO GRIPS

LIVING A NEW NORMAL

MOVING INTO RECOVERY

Couples across various life stages
whose concern level is strong but
tempering. Worried about their
well-being, they need reassurance
as they move into recovery.

The empty nesters of this phase
have moved on to subsequent
phases, leaving younger and
diverse singles/couples in this
phase. They continue to be
concerned about a second wave but
are feeling more stable in their
personal lives.

Many established families formerly
in this phase have moved onto PostCoronavirus life, leaving a higher
likelihood of empty nesters. They
have a higher level of concern and
now more closely mirror the “New
Normal” phase.

More established families and
empty nesters have moved onto
Post-Coronavirus life. This phase
now sees a moderate level of
concern but has started to tune out
news of a second wave as they strive
to get back to normal.

HELP

LEAD

LEAD

ENTERTAIN

INITIAL SHOCK

WHO THEY ARE:

Young and established families who
are struggling to move into recovery
and need help navigating the
impact the health crisis has had on
their lives.

POST-CORONAVIRUS LIFE

BRAND ACTIONS:

GUIDE
•

Lead with values

•

Provide reassurance and
information

•
•

Don’t overwhelm me

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
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•
•

•

Show me progress
•

Reassure me it will be ok
Help me get through my day

•

Show me progress

•

Improve my routines

Take a cautious approach to
re-opening

•
•

Show me progress
Improve my routines

Take a cautious approach to
re-opening

Advertise as normal (preCOVID)

•
•

Distract/Entertain me

Initial Shock

They are young and established families who are struggling to move into recovery and
need help navigating the impact the health crisis has had on their lives.

Extremely concerned (43%, 126i)
down from 55%

23% of US RESPONDENTS
More likely to be:
- Male (63%, 126i)
- 18-34 (41%, 102i)
- 35-54 (56%, 122i)
- Hispanic (22%, 132i) or White (76%,
100i)
- Parents with 1-2 children in HH
(60%, 131i)

BRAND RESPONSIBILITY:
•
•

How they are experiencing
the crisis:

How they are navigating
recovery:

EMOTIONAL STATE:
• Frustrated (43%, i157i)
• Fearful (41%, 181i)
• Isolated (39%,153i)
• Overwhelmed (35%, i163i)

STATE OF RECOVERY:
• I am aware of the recent uptick in
infections and am returning to staying
home as much as possible (73%, 154i)

POINT OF VIEW:
• The health threat is getting worse
(37%, 124i)
• My employment/finances are getting
worse (41%, 131i)
• My personal life and routines are
getting worse (36%, 178i)

POINT OF VIEW:
• Protecting public health should be
top priority, even at the expense of
the US economy (63%, 96i)

AGREE: “Brands should use their influence to stand up for social issues” (59%, 104i)
AGREE: “I have the power to bring about change by choosing brands that act with the good of society in mind.” (85%, 118i)

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.

Coming to Grips

They tend to be couples across various life stages whose concern level is still
strong, but tempering. Worried about their well-being, they need reassurance as
they move into recovery.

Very concerned (47%, 111i)

26% of US RESPONDENTS
More likely to be:
- Female (52%, 104i)
- 18-34 (41%, 102i)
- 35-54 (44%, 95i)
- White (77%, 103i)
- Living with roommate(s)/partner
(46%, 111i), without children (51%,
114i)

BRAND RESPONSIBILITY:
•
•

How they are experiencing
the crisis:

How they are navigating
recovery:

EMOTIONAL STATE:
• Somewhat Isolated (52%, 137i)
• Somewhat Fearful (49%, 146i)
• Somewhat Bored (44%, 132i)
• Somewhat Angry (42%, 133i)

STATE OF RECOVERY:
• I am aware of the recent uptick in
infections and am returning to staying
home as much as possible (45%, 104i)

POINT OF VIEW:
• The health threat is getting worse
(39%, 123i)
• My employment/finances are getting
worse (42%, 132i)
• My personal life and routines are
stabilizing (57%, 107i)

• I am aware of the recent uptick in
infections and am now feeling more
cautious about doing certain activities
in public (41%, 118i)
POINT OF VIEW:
• Protecting public health should be
top priority, even at the expense of
the US economy (72%, 111i)

AGREE: “Brands should use their influence to stand up for social issues” (56%, 98i)
AGREE: “I have the power to bring about change by choosing brands that act with the good of society in mind.” (74%, 102i)
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Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.

Living a New Normal

They tend to be singles or couples across various life stages whose concern level is
still strong, but tempering. They are concerned about the impact a second wave
could have on their communities but are feeling stable in their own lives.

Very concerned (44%, 105i)

27% of US RESPONDENTS
More likely to be:
- Female (59%, 119i)
- 18-34 (42%, 106i)
- 35-54 (41%, 90i)
- Black (18%, 127i) or Asian (7%, 117i)
- Living alone or with partner (40%,
111i), without children (51%, 115i)

BRAND RESPONSIBILITY:
•
•

How they are experiencing
the crisis:

How they are navigating
recovery:

EMOTIONAL STATE:
• Somewhat Prepared (44%, 138i)
• Somewhat Grateful (40%, 136i)
• Somewhat In Control (38%, 127i)
• Somewhat Hopeful (35%, 137i)

STATE OF RECOVERY:
• I am aware of the recent uptick in
infections and am returning to staying
home as much as possible (45%, 96i)

POINT OF VIEW:
• The health threat is stabilizing (54%,
118i)
• My employment/finances are
stabilizing (60%, 128i)
• My personal life and routines are
stabilizing (70%, 131i)

• I am aware of the recent uptick in
infections and am now feeling more
cautious about doing certain activities
in public (41%, 118i)
POINT OF VIEW:
• Protecting public health should be
top priority, even at the expense of
the US economy (71%, 109i)

AGREE: “Brands should use their influence to stand up for social issues” (63%, 111i)
AGREE: “I have the power to bring about change by choosing brands that act with the good of society in mind.” (71%, 99i)
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Moving into Recovery

They are older and diverse couples, most of whose children have left the house.
They are concerned about the impact a second wave could have but are feeling
optimistic about their personal recovery.

Very concerned (41%, 97i)

shifted from moderately/slightly

14% of US RESPONDENTS
More likely to be:
- Male (53%, 106i)
- A more even split across life stages,
but most likely to be Boomers 55+
(24%, 169i)
- Black (17%, 115i), Asian (7%, 117i) or
Hispanic (18%, 100i)
- Living with others (41%, 140i),
without children (51%, 114i)

BRAND RESPONSIBILITY:
•
•

How they are experiencing
the crisis:

How they are navigating
recovery:

EMOTIONAL STATE:
• Somewhat Prepared (42%, 131i)
• Somewhat In Control (38%, 128i)
• Somewhat Grateful (37%, 126i)
• Somewhat Connected (33%, 153i)

STATE OF RECOVERY:
• I am aware of the recent uptick in
infections and am now feeling more
cautious about doing certain activities
in public (53%, 153i)

POINT OF VIEW:
• The health threat is stabilizing (56%,
123i)
• My employment/finances are
stabilizing (62%, 133i)
• My personal life and routines are
stabilizing (58%, 109i) or getting better
(29%, 112i)

POINT OF VIEW:
• Protecting public health should be
top priority, even at the expense of
the US economy (65%, 100i)

AGREE: “Brands should use their influence to stand up for social issues” (55%, 96i)
AGREE: “I have the power to bring about change by choosing brands that act with the good of society in mind.” (69%, 96i)
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Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.

Post Coronavirus Life

They are established families, over half of whom have kids living at home. They are
no longer concerned about the health threat related to COVID and are ready for
the economy to open back up.

Moderately (21%, 154i), slightly
(18%, 290i) or not at all (16%, 383i)
concerned

How they are experiencing
the crisis:

How they are navigating
recovery:

EMOTIONAL STATE:
• Prepared (50%, 247i)
• Calm (46%, 263i)
• In Control (46%, 233i)
• Hopeful (43%, 229i)

STATE OF RECOVERY:
• I am aware of the recent uptick in
infections and still feel fine going out
in public (32%, 281i)

10% of US RESPONDENTS
More likely to be:
- Female (54%, 107i)
- 35-54 (51%, 110i)
- 55+ (17%, 119i)
- White (83%, 112i)
- Parents with 1-2 children in HH
(56%, 119i)

BRAND RESPONSIBILITY:
•
•

POINT OF VIEW:
• The health threat is getting better
(49%, 204i)
• My employment/finances are getting
better (36%, 165i) or stabilizing (40%,
84i)
• My personal life and routines are
getting better (48%, 182i)

• I am NOT aware of the recent uptick in
infections (41%, 599i)

POINT OF VIEW:
• Reopening the US economy should
be top priority, even at the expense
of public health (67%, 192i)

AGREE: “Brands should stick to what they do/make” (60%, 139i)
DISAGREE/NO OPINION: “I have the power to bring about change by choosing brands that act with the good of society in mind.” (56%, 202i)

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.

About Dentsu Aegis Network

THANK YOU

Part of Dentsu Inc., Dentsu Aegis Network is made up of ten global
network brands - Carat, Dentsu, dentsu X, iProspect,
Isobar, mcgarrybowen, Merkle, MKTG, Posterscope and Vizeum and
supported by its specialist/multi-market brands. Dentsu Aegis Network
is Innovating the Way Brands Are Built for its clients through its best-inclass expertise and capabilities in media, digital and creative
communications services. Offering a distinctive and innovative range of
products and services, Dentsu Aegis Network is headquartered in London
and operates in 145 countries worldwide with more than 40,000
dedicated specialists. www.dentsuaegisnetwork.com

For more information about Dentsu, please
contact clientsUSA@dentsuaegis.com.
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Executive Summary:
March 27

1

April 3

2

Figuring it Out

Uncertainty at its Peak

The last week in March,
COVID was the number
one thing on consumers’
minds. Although the
health crisis appeared to
be worsening,
consumers had not yet
internalized the extent of
the crisis and grappled
with how they should feel
(neither positive nor
negative). As stay-athome orders went into
effect at a large scale,
they made clear that
brands were expected to
help them navigate this
“new normal.”

Faced with record job
losses and a shift in tone
from the gov’t, consumer
outlook rapidly
deteriorated. As they
continued to worry about
the health crisis, they also
felt a loss of control over
their personal lives and
finances as well. Media
consumption hit an all
time high as consumers
sought distraction from
what they viewed as a
worsening situation.
Brands were expected to
respond and applauded
for taking action.
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April 9

3
In Search of Stability
We saw a nation in search
of stability. Consumer
sentiment trended slightly
less negative as they
fought to regain control
over their personal lives.
We saw spending patterns
flatten, time spent with
media reach a saturation
point, and a heightened
desire for
normalcy. Consumers
have come to not only
expect brands to act but
are paying close attention
to how brands respond to
the pandemic.

April 17

April 24

4

5

Seeking Signs of
Progress

Receiving Mixed
Signals

Uncertainty continued to
hang over the heads of
consumers’ every day
lives, making it hard for
people to hold a positive
mindset. Household
spending saw the
biggest declines to date
as the economic crisis
continued its grip on
American society. Amid
everything, brands are
being held accountable
for doing right by their
employees.

As the country tentatively
reopens, consumers are
torn. On one hand, their
outlook is improving, and
many want the economy
to reopen; on the other,
they recognize that health
must be prioritized and
feel uncomfortable
without the guarantee of a
vaccine. Division carries
over into how they view
advertising – half want
brands to continue
acknowledging the crisis,
while the other half want
brands to move on.
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Executive Summary:
May 8

May 22

June 5

June 19

6

7

8

9

In a Continued Holding Pattern

Consumers appear to have
stalled for the past three
waves of the survey, unable to
mentally move towards
recovery even as states
reopen. As economies
reopen, we do see activity
resume, however, consumer
concern and unease remains.
While they view the crisis as
stabilizing and are determined
to “get through it” consumers
show little sense of optimism
and normalcy remains out of
reach.
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The Nation In Limbo

A Crisis Within A Crisis

Retreating Back

It feels as though the US is in
limbo – while many communities
are still shutdown, more and
more are lifting
restrictions. Despite cautious
optimism, most consumers
remain hesitant to go in public or
shop in-store and many plan to
continue spending more time at
home. Still, there is excitement
for experiences like dining out
and travel again.

While the country continues to
inch towards reopening,
ongoing racial injustice is
elevated in national
consciousness. Much of the
survey results showed that:
most Americans acknowledge
systemic racism and support
the peaceful protests around
the world. Many also say
brands have the responsibility
and power to speak up – and
are asking them to take a
variety of actions to achieve
equality for Black Americans.

As COVID-19 cases surge
across 20+ US states, a sense
of progress stalls and
consumer caution grows. Still,
it is clear consumers are
conflicted over their desire to
“reopen” and claim some
sense of normalcy.

It’s become clear this is a
moment for brands to step up.
More brands have benefited
from responding to COVID-19
than not.

In this moment we also
explore sentiment around
brands taking a stand on
social issues, in particular
mitigating misinformation/
hate speech online. Spoiler:
brands have a key role to play!
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Wave 1: The majority of consumers fall into the first 3 stages
First, we asked respondents to self-identify their current situation, to the best of their understanding and perception:
% of Respondents Who Identify With Each Stage:
INITIAL SHOCK

MAR. 27

24%

COMING TO GRIPS

33%

MOVING INTO
RECOVERY

LIVING A NEW
NORMAL

26%

10%

POST- CORONAVIRUS
LIFE

7%

Those that identify with “later” stages (that should reflect a tipping
point in the outbreak) exhibit symptoms of denial:

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
Source: COVID-19 Crisis Navigator: Wave 7 by Dentsu Aegis Network.

•

Post-Coronavirus Life’ respondents are 9x more likely to be not at all
concerned about the outbreak (866i)

•

‘Post-Coronavirus Life’ respondents are less likely to say their ability to
work has been impacted

53
Q. When it comes to a public health crisis such as the COVID-19/coronavirus outbreak, there are often “phases” of how the response unfolds.
Thinking about how the outbreak has impacted you and your daily life, which of the following phases best describes your current situation?

Wave 2: Consumers are progressing through the stages
Likely shifts: Respondents previously denying the severity of the outbreak are now experiencing Initial Shock for the first time, while others previously
in shock have shifted into Coming to Grips, making it the largest cohort of consumers.
% of Respondents Who Identify With Each Stage:
INITIAL SHOCK

COMING TO GRIPS

LIVING A NEW
NORMAL

MOVING INTO
RECOVERY

POST- CORONAVIRUS
LIFE

MAR. 27

24%

33%

26%

10%

7%

APR.3

25%

42%

25%

3%

4%

Last week we saw 17% of respondents identify in the last two phases and
speculated they were in denial. Over the past week that number has dropped
significantly to 7% - people can no longer ignore the severity of the outbreak.
DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
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Q. When it comes to a public health crisis such as the COVID-19/coronavirus outbreak, there are often “phases” of how the response unfolds.
Thinking about how the outbreak has impacted you and your daily life, which of the following phases best describes your current situation?

Wave 3: ‘Progression’ is increasingly complex

As the pandemic threatens other aspects beyond public health (the economy, politics, social fabric), consumers are wrapping their heads around
multiple crises at once. Those identifying with Coming to Grips disperse and do not appear to move linearly: Some slide back into shock, while others
are able to move forward.
% of Respondents Who Identify With Each Stage:

INITIAL SHOCK

COMING TO GRIPS

LIVING A NEW
NORMAL

MOVING INTO
RECOVERY

POST- CORONAVIRUS
LIFE

MAR. 27

24%

33%

26%

10%

7%

APR.3

25%

42%

25%

3%

4%

APR.9

27%

32%

28%

5%

7%
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Q. When it comes to a public health crisis such as the COVID-19/coronavirus outbreak, there are often “phases” of how the response unfolds.
Thinking about how the outbreak has impacted you and your daily life, which of the following phases best describes your current situation?

Wave 4: The shock wears off

After seeing a steady influx of respondents identifying with Initial Shock, wave four of our survey indicates a turning point may be in-store. Living a
New Normal has incrementally climbed each week, while Coming to Grips sees a renewed influx of respondents.
% of Respondents Who Identify With Each Stage:
INITIAL SHOCK

COMING TO GRIPS

LIVING A NEW
NORMAL

MOVING INTO
RECOVERY

POST- CORONAVIRUS
LIFE

PAST FOUR WAVES:
MAR. 27

24%

33%

26%

10%

7%

APR.3

25%

42%

25%

3%

4%

APR.9

27%

32%

28%

5%

7%

APR.17

18%

36%

33%

8%

5%
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Q. When it comes to a public health crisis such as the COVID-19/coronavirus outbreak, there are often “phases” of how the response unfolds.
Thinking about how the outbreak has impacted you and your daily life, which of the following phases best describes your current situation?

Wave 5: In wait & see mode, but anxious to move forward

This week reveals that Americans feel they have entered a holding pattern. There is little movement across the board. We see a trickle of movement
into Moving Into Recovery and Post-Coronavirus Life, as states discuss reopening and anxiety about returning to normal builds.
% of Respondents Who Identify With Each Stage:
INITIAL SHOCK

COMING TO GRIPS

LIVING A NEW
NORMAL

MOVING INTO
RECOVERY

POST- CORONAVIRUS
LIFE

PAST FOUR WAVES:
APR. 3

25%

42%

25%

3%

4%

APR. 9

27%

32%

28%

5%

7%

APR. 17

18%

36%

33%

8%

5%

APR. 24

23%

28%

30%

10%

9%
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Q. When it comes to a public health crisis such as the COVID-19/coronavirus outbreak, there are often “phases” of how the response unfolds.
Thinking about how the outbreak has impacted you and your daily life, which of the following phases best describes your current situation?

Wave 6: In a continued holding pattern

Consumers appear to have stalled for the past three waves of the survey, unable to mentally move towards recovery.
% of Respondents Who Identify With Each Stage:
INITIAL SHOCK

COMING TO GRIPS

LIVING A NEW
NORMAL

MOVING INTO
RECOVERY

POST- CORONAVIRUS
LIFE

PAST FOUR WAVES:

27%

32%

28%

5%

7%

APR. 17

18%

36%

33%

8%

5%

APR. 24

23%

28%

30%

10%

9%

MAY 8

22%

29%

32%

11%

6%

APR. 9
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Source: COVID-19 Crisis Navigator: Wave 7 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Q. When it comes to a public health crisis such as the COVID-19/coronavirus outbreak, there are often “phases” of how the response unfolds.
Thinking about how the outbreak has impacted you and your daily life, which of the following phases best describes your current situation?

Wave 7: For the past four surveys, consumers stagnate
Even as all 50 states have now reopened in some capacity, consumer sentiment has stalled the same over the past month.
% of Respondents Who Identify With Each Stage:
INITIAL SHOCK

COMING TO GRIPS

LIVING A NEW
NORMAL

MOVING INTO
RECOVERY

POST- CORONAVIRUS
LIFE

PAST FOUR WAVES:

18%

36%

33%

8%

5%

APR. 24

23%

28%

30%

10%

9%

MAY 8

22%

29%

32%

11%

6%

MAY 22

23%

28%

31%

12%

6%

APR. 17
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Q. When it comes to a public health crisis such as the COVID-19/coronavirus outbreak, there are often “phases” of how the response unfolds.
Thinking about how the outbreak has impacted you and your daily life, which of the following phases best describes your current situation?

Wave 8: Slow signs of movement into recovery
After four waves of little to no movement within our Recovery Framework, it feels like there is some progress towards recovery. The share of respondents identifying as in Initial
Shock declined slightly while the share of respondents in Moving into Recovery and Post-C19 Life increased slightly.
% of Respondents Who Identify With Each Stage:
INITIAL SHOCK

COMING TO GRIPS

LIVING A NEW
NORMAL

MOVING INTO
RECOVERY

POST- CORONAVIRUS
LIFE

PAST FOUR WAVES:

23%

28%

30%

10%

9%

MAY 8

22%

29%

32%

11%

6%

MAY 22

23%

28%

31%

12%

6%

JUNE 5

19%

26%

30%

15%

10%

APR. 24
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Q. When it comes to a public health crisis such as the COVID-19/coronavirus outbreak, there are often “phases” of how the response unfolds.
Thinking about how the outbreak has impacted you and your daily life, which of the following phases best describes your current situation?

Wave 9: A sense of progress stalls
After signs that consumers were beginning to see themselves as progressing through this crisis, sentiment has stalled yet again. Amid rising new virus cases across the US, the
announcement of a recession and continued protests across major cities, this is perhaps not surprising.
% of Respondents Who Identify With Each Stage:
INITIAL SHOCK

COMING TO GRIPS

LIVING A NEW
NORMAL

MOVING INTO
RECOVERY

POST- CORONAVIRUS
LIFE

PAST FOUR WAVES:
MAY 8

22%

29%

32%

11%

6%

MAY 22

23%

28%

31%

12%

6%

JUNE 5

19%

26%

30%

15%

10%

JUNE 19

23%

26%

27%

14%

10%

DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
Source: COVID-19 Recovery Navigator: Wave 9 by Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Q. When it comes to a public health crisis such as the COVID-19/coronavirus outbreak, there are often “phases” of how the response unfolds.
Thinking about how the outbreak has impacted you and your daily life, which of the following phases best describes your current situation?

